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Omi stepped on his flying sword and quickly flew through the skies of the Sea of Death.

After flying for a day or so, Omi suddenly saw a familiar ship on the surface of the sea.

“Hey guys, look, that ship on the sea, is it the one that helped me before?There was a woman in white
on the ship, and he gave me a speed-up scroll.”

“Forget about it, just go down and see.”

Don blinked and dashed off, landing on the deck.

“What people.”A fewMahayana stage powerhouses rushed out immediately.

Omi said, “Excuse me, I just wanted to see if this ship of yours, is it the one I met before, do you have a
beautiful woman in white here?”

In the next second, a woman in green stepped out of the cabin and said, “It’s you.”

“Uh.”When Omi saw that green-clothed woman, he suddenly remembered that this green-clothed
woman was the white clothed woman from before.

“Hello, I didn’t expect to finally find you, my name is Omi, thanks to your help the day before
yesterday, I was able to get rid of that strong man behind me who was hunting for me.”Omi said
gratefully.

That green-clothed beauty said, “You’re welcome, I’m just raising my hand.” One second to remember
to read the book

A Mahayana powerhouse was busy saying, “The come out, raise your hand?You’re giving him an
acceleration scroll, though, and it’s a cherished scroll, simply.”

“Alright, nosy.”The green-clothed woman reprimanded for a while.

Omi certainly knew that that acceleration scroll must be precious.

Omi blinked and took out an almost precious scroll and said, “This is my compensation for you.”

“Ah, you have it too.”The green-clothed woman and those fewMahayana stage powerhouses were
shocked, after all, this kind of scroll was not something that ordinary people could take out, less so a
big family.

“Oh, never mind how I have it, anyway, thank you for saving me.By the way, I haven’t asked for the
girl’s name yet.”

“Young lady Mo Yuyan, from the Six Seas Mo Cultivation Dynasty.”



“Uh, from the Six Seas, I thought, you’re so generous, you’re from the Seven Seas.”Omi laughed.

“Oh, the total of the Seven Heavy Seas is just five big families, they all control a pseudo-immortal
artifact, otherwise they wouldn’t be able to dominate the Seven Heavy Seas for a long time.”Mo Yuyan
said with a smile.

Omi looked at Mo Yuyan, he always felt that her smile was a bit like someone he remembered, but he
couldn’t think of who it was at the moment, moreover, Omi felt that Mo Yuyan had a special affinity
with him, it was a strange feeling.

“Fellow Daoist Tang, if you’re not in a hurry, why don’t you sit down on my ship and have a cup of tea
or something to eat.To be honest, I have some doubts that I would like to ask you.”Mo Yuyan
requested.

“Okay.”Omi nodded his head and agreed.

Tang Huan, a few people in the back, deliberately said to Mu Qianji, “Look at him, once he sees a
beautiful woman, he says yes to everything, you say him a bit too.”

Mu Qianji was speechless: “I can’t care.”

Omi entered the cabin and sat down in a luxurious cabin, and Mo Yuyan ordered her servant to bring
tea.

Mo Yuyan asked, “Fellow Daoist Tang, I see that you are quite young in appearance, dare I ask how old
are you this year?”

“Truth be told, I’m only a few years old.”

“So young.”

“Miss Whispering, how about you?”

“I’m not even thirty.”

“Uh, you’re also young, it’s incredible that you’ve reached the Combination Stage at such a young
age.”Tang Zi.

The minister exclaimed, Omi thought that he was the only one in the world who could cultivate to this
extent at such a young age.

Mo Yuyan was embarrassed, “Daoist Tang is joking, in fact, I have this Combination Stage realm today,
it’s not the result of my own step by step cultivation at all, truth be told, it’s the result of a close
relative of mine, he’s a half-immortal level powerhouse, he went out of his way to consume his own
cultivation to help me refine the spirit stones a little bit.”

“Eh.”Omi didn’t think that there were people who could be like this, however, half-immortal level
powerhouses, they also had half-immortal qi in their bodies, although it wasn’t as pure as the immortal
qi in Omi’s body, but it was still in the category of immortal qi, so naturally, they could also be people
to speed up the refining of spirit stones.If there really are half-immortal powerhouses who are willing
to work hard and spend their cultivation to help others, they can indeed do it.”

Mo Yuyan said, “Fellow Daoist Tang, you are also so young, and your realm surpasses mine, I thought
that, like me, you also cultivated up with the help of a half-immortal powerhouse.”



Omi smiled, “Truth be told, although I didn’t cultivate with the help of a strong Half Immortal, I’m
similar to you, relying on a large amount of spirit stones to cultivate.”

“It seems that Fellow Daoist Tang’s family is also illustrious, let me guess, you must be, from the five
super families of the Seven Seas, right?”Mo Yuyan guessed.

“Haha, you guessed wrong, actually, I don’t have a family at all, I currently don’t even have a house in
the Six Seas, let alone that place in the Seven Seas.”

“Ah, how come, then how could you practice so fast and you took out the acceleration scrolls in
passing.”

“Uh, well, actually I just got it not long ago, I got it from a certain relic in the Sea of Death.”

“No wonder, Daoist Tang is also too lucky.”

“Haha, not bad.By the way, just now Yuyan, what do you have to ask me?”

“This.”

“You might as well be straightforward.”

“Daoist Tang, I just wanted to ask you if we’ve met before.”

“Uh, I don’t think so, but I have a strange affection for Miss Whispering, for some reason.”

“Ah, you do too.”Mo Yuyan was shocked and busy standing up.

“Uh, could it be, Miss Yuyan has an affectionate feeling towards me as well?”

“Uh-huh.”Mo Yan was busy nodding.

“Haha.”Omi laughed.

Mo Yuyan blushed and asked, “Did we, like, know each other in a past life?”

Omi said, “Miss Yuyan is too superstitious, even though people have past lives, it’s impossible for them
to remember their past lives.”

“Then why do we feel affection for each other?”

“Hehehe.”A smug laugh from Don.

“What are you laughing at.”

“Miss Yuyan seriously doesn’t know?”

“I don’t know.”

“Then forgive Tang for being presumptuous, but this is usually because, the two parties meeting each
other fall inexplicably close at first sight.”

“Ah, you mean, I fell in love with you at first sight.”Mo Yuyan was startled.



Omi smiled, “I think it should be, but I can only apologize to Yuyan, I already have a Daoist partner.”

“Hmph, what are you refusing so quickly for, I haven’t admitted whether I really fell in love with you at
first sight.”Mo Yuyan rolled her eyes, Omi was too direct, too shameless.

“Haha, that’s good.”

Mo Yuyan blushed and asked, “In that case, did you also fall in love with me at first sight?”
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